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Abstract: Content addressable memory (CAM) interface plays a major role in current applications, where the stored data are coded or processed for interfacing, reading and processing of stored data. In the process of memory interface, as the volume of data is increasing, the conventional single page memory interface are not suitable. Hence, to process over a large volume of data multi page memories are developed. Where, multi page memories are suitable for large volume storage, accessing of such memory is a complex task. In this paper, a new interface design to data interfacing on such memory unit is proposed. The design approach, gives a simpler modeling of data interfacing in content based addressable memory interfacing applications.
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I. Introduction

Content addressable memory interface has gained its usage from long time. Such application, data are stored on to a memory location, and read from the addressed location on requirement. Such memory interface has the advantage of storage and accessing on a direct addressing mode. From the initiation of such memory interface design, efforts are been made to perform a simpler accessing and faster processing of data accessing. In various past developments, it is observed that the memory interfacing is been improved via matching logic or addressing register utilization. CAM hardware has been available for decades and many research are addressed to development of high capacity and effective CAM designs at circuit, architectural and application level. A lot of projects are leaning towards "real live" application for effective algorithms for package forwarding based on CAMs and its extended version Ternary CAM (TCAM) [1]. At lower level designs many papers introduce methodologies and optimization to speed, power and physical circuit resources. Authors of [2] in detail describe the principle of CAM functions at transistors and circuits level including core cells, match line and search line structures and power consumption formulation. Also power and area reducing techniques are presented on the circuit level. Practical design on architecture level is presented by [4]. The proposed CAM chip design is based on modification to the RAM chip circuit explained in [5]. CAM memories enhanced with “don’t care” states are used for more complex project like hardware based Network Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (NIDPS) [9]. CAMs have a single clock cycle throughput making them faster than other hardware- and software-based search systems. CAMs can be used in a wide variety of applications requiring high search speeds. These applications include parametric curve extraction, Hough transformation, Huffman coding/decoding, Lempel–Ziv compression[10]–[13], and image coding applications [14]. However, the conventional single page memory interfaces are not suitable for large volume data interfacing. Hence, multi page memories are developed. In this paper, we present a new approach to multi page memory design interface for large volume interfacing. To present the state approach, this paper is presented in 5 sections, where section 2 outline the approach of data handling and its issues in large data accessing. The proposed design approach of multi page memory interface is outlined in section 3. Section 4 outlines the obtained experimental result for the developed system. The conclusion for the developed work is outlined in section 5.

II. Cam Data Handling

The technology underlying the practical use of CAM hardware, software, and design techniques are fast changing and complex. Designers contemplating the development of products using CAM technology are confused to choose with a vast array of tools, technologies, and methodologies. In this all technologies and methodologies, the issue of data management varies as the application changes. Some of the design challenges
that are unique to (or at least especially important for) the design of CAM-intensive systems have been considered. CAM-intensive systems today rely on increasingly complex and computationally intensive applications. Many CAM systems must meet extremely rigorous speed goals, since they operate on lengthy segments of real-world signals in real-time. Another key characteristic of a CAM system is its sample rate: the rate at which samples are consumed, processed, or produced. Combined with the complexity of the algorithms, the sample rate determines the required speed of the implementation technology. The sample rates required for CAM systems vary over many orders of magnitude, depending upon the types of signals being manipulated. In many cases, sample rates are quite high relative to the basic clock cycle time of the available hardware technology. An additional challenge in CAM design verification is the need for realistic test data. The verification of CAM application often requires complex, realistic test signals. The development of CAM system begins with the establishment of requirements for the system. These requirements may include power, size, weight, bandwidth, and signal quality. During the design development, the designer is mostly concerned with exploring approaches to solve the problems posed by the specifications at an abstract level. At the algorithm development level, the designer must be able to specify and experiment with both the control behavior and the processing behavior of the application. System architecture use to describe the overall selection and organization of the main hardware and software components in a system is then a critical task. In selecting a system architecture,

the designer's inputs typically include the algorithms and other functionality to be implemented. The design of system architecture is often the most important step in the design process in terms of its influence on the product's performance, cost and design time. Signal processing software is perhaps the most important part of CAM system software. Many CAM systems are implemented using multitasking, which requires a real-time operating system to coordinate the execution of multiple tasks. CAM system involve the development of new hardware-particularly those systems targeted at cost-sensitive, high-volume applications. System integration has to take place throughout the design process. As the designs are refined, the integration is also refined. Starting system integration early in the design process and refining the integration as design proceeds paves the way for relatively straightforward final system integration. The current CAM systems, unlike the general-purpose memory, use a non-uniform addressing model in which the primary components of the memory system is the DRAM and dual tag less SRAMs are referenced through completely separate segments of the address space. The recent trend of programming CAMs in high-level languages. In many of today’s high-performance CAMs this non-uniform model is being replaced by a uniform model a transparent organization like that of most general-purpose systems, in which all memory structures share the same address space as the DRAM system. In such a memory organization, one must replace the CAM’s tagless SRAMs with something resembling a general-purpose cache. The dual-channel SRAM design provides a large amount of fast storage while supporting guaranteed single-cycle access to both operands of a typical instruction (e.g. the product terms of a multiply accumulate). The SRAMs are tagless because they are not transparent to the programmer: CAMs offer segmented memory spaces where different physical memory structures (SRAM0, SRAM1, DRAM, ROM, etc.) are explicitly indicated by corresponding sets of data addresses. A CAM memory model explicitly places the system’s memory structures at specific disjunction locations in the name space. Because they behave differently, traditional caches and tagless SRAMs have different implementations and different ramifications. Hence, the memory interface for CAMs, as their applications tend to behave slightly different than traditional general-purpose applications.

### III. Multipage Memory Interface

For the development of a CAM design, for higher level integration a interface design with multiple page memory interface is suggested. The proposed system design is as given below. The basic operation interface of the suggested CAM system is shown in figure 1.

**Figure 1:** Interface for a CAM unit

![Figure 1: Interface for a CAM unit](image)

The system architecture of the suggested CAM system deals with the three units namely, 1. Operation Unit 2. Interface Unit and 3. Memory Unit.
3.1 Operational Unit

The Operation unit performs all the arithmetic and logical operations for instruction executions. The Interface unit acts as an interface for data between operation unit and memory unit here the data is interfaced with address registers, address selector, decoder and a main control unit for controlling all the interfacing of memory accessing and delay computing. The last two cycles are used to shift the data to be used with the next input. The operational units for the suggested system is briefed in below section.

**Figure 2:** Proposed system architecture for CAM interface in Multi page memory

modules. The Memory unit consists of multi pages of memory in order to store large data. The block diagram of the data interface system is shown in figure 2.

3.2 Data Interface unit

This block of the interface handles all of the data and previously stored values from the memory. Looking at the operation for a multi page memory operation, for multiple pages addressing that need to be accessed from the data block: b0, b1, b2, a1, and a2. Also, the values of Ω1 and Ω2 are values that are accessing delayed through the system. These values are stored in memory interface unit to perform a synchronous interface at correct time of interfacing. This allow the interface to correctly derive the new address values for the address signal to interface. Therefore, this memory set up in a “shift-and-rotate” fashion so that when a new value enters the system, the old values will be rotated out and the delayed values can be stored correctly. For the implementation of the stated design, a general flow was used defined using VHDL designs. Seven cycles were used for the entire design in VHDL. The first cycle is used to trigger an addressing logic. A temporary register was used to store the data until the next cycle. The next five cycles load the data to the address interfacing for data accessing and delay buffering. For each of these cycles the fetched data from the memory is fed into temporary register. To attain a synchronous operation, the clock that controls the cycles is set with a period long enough for the

**Functional Units:**

a) Operational Unit

**Figure 3:** Block unit for operational Unit
This unit performs all operations as per the memory-accessed instructions. This unit fetches data from data bus and performs operations based on the instructions passed. The instructions are decoded and executed based on the operations specified. All the instructions after being executed are passed to the storage Unit. For the interfacing of the memory unit, a serial interfacing is suggested.

b) Bit Stream Processing unit

**Figure 4:** Bit stream interface to the developed system

BSP is data transfer logic, constituting of two transfer logics namely S2P and P2S. It receives the input data from the peripherals.

**S2P:** This module transformation generally receives data from host to peripherals to process in the process architecture. The input S2P transforms the serial data to parallel. The modules containing serial data and buffers the module up to reaching a temporary register. The whole transformation takes parallel input and transforms to serial data.

**P2S:** This process enables for 8-clock cycles of parallel data. When transfers the stored data to process in the 9th cycle, the 8-bit data constitutes for one clock cycle and for a serial data up to peripheral the data is transformed.

c) Address Register unit

**Figure 5:** Address Register unit

This is a 32-bit address register used for addressing the memory location. The memory is fetched from the location pointed by the address register. The address register combines with the page address and is passed to the memory. This unit takes a 32-bit address as input ‘add_in’ and based on the selection addresses the particular memory location.

d) Controller unit

**Figure 6:** Controller unit
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The controller logic is realized or carried out using FSM (Finite State Machine). The Controller reads the status of each unit and generates the control signals to individual blocks based on the selectivity of each module. Based on the status, the next module for operation is carried out.

e) Selector unit

![Selector Logic unit](image)

Page controller and Address Register can be selected by means of selector. Based on selected input, the desired selection is being done. Page Controller and Address Register are selected based on the input line ‘select’. If select is high, by default the page address is being generated and Address Register is generated when select line is low. Otherwise if select ‘1’, page address is generated and vice-versa.

f) Multi Page Memory unit

![Multi page memory unit](image)

This unit is used to store large amounts of volumetric data occupying less space. Based on the Controller request the memory is allocated for read operation or write operation. The page memory is passed to the processing unit through the data bus. The memory allocation in this unit is in the form of layers and each layer is known as “page”. All the pages in multipage memory are controlled by the page controller. The overall operational flow chart is illustrated in figure 9.
IV. Experimental Result

To validate the developed approach, a simulation approach to multi page memory interface is carried out. For the implementation, the proposed approach is defined in VHDL language, simulated over Active HDL tool and synthesized for Xilinx FPGA device carried out over Xilinx synthesizer tool. The obtained simulation results are as shown below,
Figure 10 Data Accumulation results

Figure 10 illustrates the accumulated data for processing accessed from different pages of the multi page memory unit. The accumulated data are accessed with page address and location address simultaneously. To perform the address selection operation address selector unit is designed.

Figure 11: timing result for address Selection unit

Figure 11 illustrates the address selector results. The address line is selected based on the selection signal passed. Based on the page addressed and the location address a pointer is derived, which simultaneously locate the data location from the developed multi page memory unit. The 2 page contents in the multipage memory is shown in figure 11.

Figure :12 Timing result for Address Register

The operation timing result for address register used for addressing the memory address is illustrated in figure 12. The address register temporarily stores the address into temporary register, temp1,2 and read the addressed data to the output lines for processing.

Figure: 13 Operation unit results
The simulation result for the developed operational unit is shown in figure 13. The results obtained are cross validated with the theoretical evaluation. The output of the addressable memory are processed for an arithmetic accumulation operation, where the two addressed data are buffered based on the instruction passed. The correlation accumulation results are seen on the output line.

**Figure :**14 Serial interface of bit stream processing

The serial interfacing of the processing unit is passed with serial stream of data. The interface unit converts the serial stream of data into parallel address bits, and pass to the addressing logic for memory interface.

**Figure :**15 BSP interface for parallel data

For the external device interface, such as USB, or computer networks, the processed parallel data need to be passed into serial port. The parallel to serial interface for the developed design unit, is shown in figure 15. The parallel data accumulated are serialized to the ‘sout’ port for the interface.

**Figure :**16 Timing result for Memory interface unit

The interface for the input and output unit of the developed multipage memory unit is shown in figure 16. The result illustrates the read and write operation on to the memory unit. The interface unit control the memory accessing by controlling the read and pass signal for the developed memory unit. The instruction for memory unit is passed over ‘inst’ signal, and ‘datain’ value is stored to the memory. On the write operation on addressing the buffered location is read back to the output port. To evaluate the implementation performance, the developed HDL code is passed to Xilinx synthesizer targeting to Xilinx-Virtex FPGA device (Xc2s50e-ft256-7). The obtained implementation results are illustrated in below section.
A comparative analysis for the developed approach is carried out for the conventional single page memory and multi page memory unit. The performance metric of processing overhead is computed as,

\[
\text{Overhead} = \left( \frac{\text{volume of data accessed}}{\text{Time taken to access the data}} \right) \times 100
\]

Table 1: Comparative analysis for the developed systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory unit</th>
<th>Logical Blocks (CLB)</th>
<th>Device speed (MHz)</th>
<th>Power consumption (mW)</th>
<th>Accessing performance</th>
<th>Memory size</th>
<th>Processing overhead (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single page memory</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>173.75</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>Single address</td>
<td>1Kb</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi page memory</td>
<td>1478</td>
<td>121.56</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>Multi address</td>
<td>3Kb</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparative analysis for the developed approach illustrates an improvement in the processing overhead optimization. As the result illustrates, targeting to the FPGA device, a multi page memory unit takes about 1478 logical values for its implementation, as the developed controller unit process for larger memory addressing and a page controller is used to address the multi page controlling, the single page has only 865 requirement. Hence, the operation speed is also observed to be 52MHz higher in single page as compared to multi page processing. However the offered memory size in multi page memory interface is about 2 times higher than the single page memory. Due to page addressing the overhead for a 3 page memory unit is 50% lesser as compared to a single page memory unit. This minimization in overhead result in 3 times faster memory accessing as compared to a single page memory interface. The overhead for the developed approach is lower making the system applicable to low resource system interface.

V. Conclusion

The advantage of using multi page memory has given higher opportunity in processing large volume of data. However, the controlling operations were not suitable designed for a single page memory interface. In this paper, a interfacing unit to control the data accessing from a multi page memory unit to a processing unit is proposed. The approach defines a new interfacing controller unit, which generates a common addressing for multipage memory unit accessing multi pages simultaneously. The implementation overhead is observed to be higher due to higher memory pages. However, the processing overhead to this developed system is observed to be half as compared to single page memory interface due to faster memory accessing. This interfacing advantage gives an opportunity to use high volume storage and accessing under low resource devices. The controller unit in such design is observed to operate on multiple page addresses, hence distributed addressing of different operands get possible.
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